Grain Boundaries govern many properties of polycrystalline materials, including the vast majority of engineering materials. Evolutionary algorithm can be applied to predict the grain boundary structures in different systems. However, the recognition and classification of thousands of predicted structures is a very challenging work for eye detection in terms of efficiency and accuracy. A data pipeline is developed to accelerate the classification and recognition of grain boundary structures predicted by Evolutionary Algorithm. The data pipeline has three main components including feature engineering of grain boundary structures, density-based clustering analysis and parallel K-Means clustering analysis. With this data pipeline, we could automate the structure analysis and develop better structural and physical understanding of grain boundaries.
Introduction

Grain Boundary Structures
Cleaner energy conversion and more efficient energy utilization generated increasing demand in the development of advanced metallic alloys and ceramics that can safely perform under extreme conditions. The performance and properties of these structural and functional materials are greatly determined by the existence of internal interfaces called grain boundaries (GB) during materials synthesis and processing. Therefore it is significant to understand the grain boundary structures and their influence on materials properties.
In previous studies, interfacial structures existing in different states are called complexions [1, 2] . Complexion types are characterized by different amounts of impurity segregation. Different types of complexions including monolayer, bilayer, trilayer and thicker inter-granular films have been suggested [1] . Grain boundary complexions was firstly predicted and well studied by earlier theoretical researches with phase model for their roles in first-order and high order transition [3] [4] [5] . Experimental studies suggested a potential role of complexions transitions on abnormal grain growth in ceramics [1] , activated sintering [6] , and liquid metal embrittlement [7] . Recently, GB complexions has been also applied to lattice dislocations, revealing the existence of new states of GB called linear complexions. All of the above studies suggested the importance of GB in determining the behaviors and structural properties of materials [8, 9] .
While the experimental investigation of the influence of grain boundary on materials properties is currently a highly active field [10] [11] [12] [13] , the atomic details of these grain boundary phases remain unclear. It is extremely difficult to have direct experimental observations of interface phase transitions at high temperature by HRTEM due to inherent limitations [14] . Although many HRTEM studies of grain boundaries in doped metallic and ceramic materials showed grain boundary structures are similar inter-granular films of different thickness [1, 2, 10, 15] ,these HRTEM images are of low resolution and cannot provide more detailed atomistic structure of these boundaries, which make the results and conclusions less convincing.
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Atomistic simulations is promising to predict atomic structure of interfaces and study their thermodynamic and kinetic properties. γ surface method has been developed and well accepted as a common approach to build grain boundaries in atomistic simulations. It has been employed to study interfaces in a variety of materials for more than four decades. However an increasing number of recent studies suggested an alternative approaches of grain boundary construction and pointed out that γ-surface method is limited to predict true ground states.
For example, a recent investigation of two high angle boundaries Σ5(210) [001] and Σ5(310) [001] in Cu demonstrated the root cause of missing transformations is the inadequate simulation methodology with constant number of atoms and periodic boundary conditions. An alternative high-temperature anneals of these boundaries connected to open surfaces allowed the variation of atom numbers in grain boundary to achieve lower free energy states [16, 17] . The simulations revealed multiple new grain boundary phases of the boundaries are impacted by different atomic densities and demonstrated fully reversible first-order transitions induced by temperature, changes in chemical compositions and point defects. This ingenious modeling approach demonstrated phase behavior of two special high-angle boundaries that have been extensively investigated in the past still missed entire phenomenon which are overlooked by modeling with previous restrictive simulation methodology.
Recognizing the limitations of current modeling capabilities and the obstacle to observing grain boundary phase transitions, a robust computational tool is required to predict complex grain boundary structures.
Evolutionary Search
In recent years, there have been significant advances in predicting the structures from first-principles calculations. Among them, evolutionary algorithm has proved to be extremely powerful in different systems including bulk crystals [18] , 2D crystals [19] , surfaces [20] , polymers [21] and clusters [22] , etc. It is very promising to extend the method to predict grain boundary structures.
A few pioneering works have been reported in the literature [23] [24] [25] . However there are some limiting facts about these previous work. For instance, Chua et al developed a genetic algorithm to study the non-stoichiometric grain boundaries of SrT iO 3 [24] . It can only be applied for a system with fixed number of atoms and super-cell size. In my research, a evolutionary algorithm based software Universal Structure Predictor: Evolutionary Xtallography (USPEX) [18] is used. It enables the automated exploration of GB structures with variable number of atoms and cell sizes in higher dimensional space. Here is an outline steps and a scheme Fig 1 of USPEX prediction. The 7 steps are:
1. Prepare adequate representations for the problem: a one-to-one correspondence between the point in the search space and a set of numbers.
2. Initiate the first generation, which consists of a set of points in the search space satisfying the constraints of the problem.
3. Determine the quality of each member of the population with the fitness function.
4. Select the "best" member of the population as the parents and apply the variation to create the new points (offspring).
5. Evaluate the new member of the new population.
6. Select the "best" member of offspring to form the new generation of the population.
7. Repeat step 4 to 6 until reaching the halting criteria.
It is well-known that the complexity exponentially increases with the growing dimensionality. Therefore to ensure efficient sampling, it is significant to balance between individual quality and population diversity. Naive random structure initialization or variation operation will only lead to disordered-like structures but with close energetics. To address this challenge, the implementation in USPEX utilizes coarse-grained modeling and defines the simplified representations when generating structures. Some key representations including symmetry, vibrational modes and degree of local order are used here.
With the powerful prediction tool based on evolutionary algorithms, we are able to predicts structures of interfaces. In the iterations of a population of grain boundary structures and optimize them over several generations to predict configurations of low-energetics. During the evolutionary convergence process, complex and diverse structures with different atomic densities are sampled by operations of heredity and mutation which involve atomic rearrangements like addition and removal of atoms from the grain boundary core.
Motivations of Data Pipeline Development
In simulation, the evolutionary algorithm generates thousands of GB structures in every prediction run to Cu system with different tilting angle θ, ranging from 11.42
• to 79.61
• . Here are challenges in analysis over such a large number of GB structures.
Undefined Problems
Most of the GB structures are first time to observe and very few studies can be referenced when classifying and understanding these GB structures. So there is no clear and complete definition of GB structures in Cu system with different tilting angles. Besides, most of these structures are disordered or mixed with different complexions. Some structures that exist in Cu system with certain angles miss in other system with different tilting angles. This makes the existence of GB structures inconsistent through a wide range of tilting angles. A convincing way to represent and describe GB structures is therefore necessary.
Lacking of Robust Classification
It is quite time-consuming to classify over thousands of structures through eye detection. This process needs laboring work and detailed check and comparisons for multiple times, which greatly reduce the efficiency of GB discovery.
To solve the above challenges, solutions are proposed as follows:
Mapping GB Structure in Lower Dimensional Space
It is clear that the GB structure is originally represented in 3N -dimensional space, where N is the number of atoms in GB structures. Therefore a technique to reduce dimension is required. In my work, every GB structure is represented in a feature space composed by structural and mechanical properties including excessive free energy, excessive volume, stress tensors, Steihardt order parameters (Q 4 , Q 6 , Q 8 , Q 12 ). Through this feature engineering work, a problem in 3N -dimensional space is then reduced into one in 8-dimensional feature space or properties space.
Density Based Clustering Algorithm
The categorization of the GB structures is actually the learning of non-labeled data, which is equally a unsupervised learning problem. Clustering algorithm is very promising for this type of problem. However, conventional clustering algorithm like K-means clustering algorithm requires prior knowledge to select the value for K, which limits the power of this algorithm. A density based clustering algorithm proposed by Rodriguez, Alex and Laio, Alessandro can yield reasonable K value without any domain knowledge. All the data can be clustered with O(1) iterations, namely without self-consistent process.
To integrate the feature engineering and density based clustering algorithm, I developed the data pipeline to automate the whole analysis. It has been proved to be very helpful and useful in the GB structures analysis.
Components of Data Pipeline
In this section, I would like to introduce the ideas behind every component of the data pipeline.
Feature Engineering of Grain Boundary Structures
Firstly, I will give a brief review of the grain boundary structure model and the evolutionary prediction.
Evolutionary Predicted Structures
In Fig 2 The GB model used for into three different regions, the region of upper grain (UG) and lower grain (LG), and grain boundary (GB). The evolutionary algorithm adopts concepts from evolutionary biology based on populations, selection, reproduction by heredity and mutation to optimize the individual with highest fitness. The code generates a population of grain boundary structures and improves them over several generations to predict low-energy configurations. During the evolution complex and diverse structures with different atomic densities are sampled by operations of heredity and mutation which involve atomic rearrangements as well as addition and removal of atoms from the grain boundary core.
The evolutionary algorithm adopts three operations populations, selection, reproduction by heredity and mutation to optimize the individual with highest fitness. The code generates a population of grain boundary structures and improves them over several generations to predict low-energy configurations. During the evolution complex and diverse structures with different atomic densities are sampled by operations of heredity and mutation which involve atomic rearrangements like addition and removal of atoms from the grain boundary core.
The Evolutionary Prediction finally output different configurations of grain boundary structures. And these structures are represented as set of atomic coordinates in 3-dimension Cartesian space. Thus, every structure is a data point in 3N-dimensional space, where N is the number of atoms that configure the structure.
Construction of Feature Space
Eight excessive properties are calculated from the GB region and bulk region shown in Fig 2 
In a single component system, grain boundary free energy γ GB is given with following equation.
where [Z] X are grain boundary excess properties expressed with CahnâĂŹs determinants. According to the adsorptions equation [27] , grain boundary free energy is also a function of temperature, stress and lateral strain.
where i,j = 1,2. At 0K, the excess volume [V ] N and two components of grain boundary stress τ 11 and τ 22 per unit of grain boundary area can be computed as,
Notice that
= Ω is a volume per atom in the bulk. In atomistic simulations volume occupied by each atom is calculated by LAMMPS with the Voronoi construction [28] . The product σ ij V for each atom can also be calculated by LAMMS. In our calculations bulk stresses are zero within the numerical accuracy.
Besides the four features described above, excess amounts of Steinhardt order parameters of grain boundary is also used, including Q 4 , Q 6 , Q 8 and Q 12 [26] . These parameters per atom are calculated within LAMMPS [28] . The equation for this calculation is,
where Q = N i=1 Q i is the total amount of the order parameter per atom in a region enclosing the grain bulk and containing N atoms,
N bulk is the value of this order parameter per atom in the bulk, where Q is one of the Q4, Q6, Q8 or Q12.
The above excessive properties calculation takes the grain boundary structure in form of atomic coordinates as input. Therefore after the calculations to 8 excess properties for every structure, we finally map each structure in 3N-dimensional space into a data point in 8-dimensional feature space.
Clustering Analysis
Density Based Clustering Analysis
With the above mapping techniques, GB structure can be represented as a vector f in the feature space, where
The density based clustering algorithm [29] is actually a visualized methodology. It firstly remap the vector for data i in the feature space onto a two dimensional plot where the x, y axis are density ρ i and δ i , which measures the minimum distance between the point i and any other point with higher density.
Therefore for each data point i, we need to compute two quantities: its local density ρ i and its distance δ i from points of higher density. Both these quantities depend on the distances d ij between data points, which are assumed to satisfy the triangular inequality. For the local density ρ i of data point i, it is defined as the Euclidean distance between structure i, j in this abstract space.
The local density ρ i of data point i is defined as,
where χ(x) = 1 if x < 0 and χ(x) = 0 otherwise, d c is a cutoff distance. It can be simply expressed as the number of points that are closer than d c to point i. The algorithm is only robust with a good choice of d c . And the choice of d c can be well derived with following visualization way.
For the δ i , it is assigned with following equation,
while for the point with highest density, we conventionally take
Note that di is much larger than the typical nearest neighbor distance only for points that are local or global maxima in the density. Thus, cluster centers are recognized as points for which the value of δ i is anomalously large.
In Fig 3 , the algorithm in two dimension is described with an example of 28 data points. Fig 3A contains 28 points. It can be seen that points 1 and 10 are the density maxima, which we identify as cluster centers. Fig 3 shows the points distribution on the plot of ρ and δ. This representation is a decision graph. From the graph, we could see that the value ρ of points 9 and 10 is similar while their values of δ is very different. Point 9 belongs to the cluster of centering around point 1, and several other points with a higher ρ are very close to it, whereas the nearest neighbor of higher density of point 10 belongs to another cluster. Hence, as anticipated, the only points of high ρ and relatively high δ are the cluster centers. Points 26, 27, and 28 have a relatively high d but with a low r. This is because they are isolated. They can be regarded as clusters of a single point or outliers [29] .
A great advantage of this algorithm is that after assigning the cluster centers, each remaining point is assigned to the same cluster as its nearest neighbor of higher density. Therefore, the decision graph can be computed within O(n 2 ) time complexity and O(n) space complexity, where n is the number of GB structures. The cluster assignment is performed in a constant step, in contrast with other clustering algorithms which usually need to optimize the objective function iteratively [30, 31] .
Parallel K-means Clustering Functionality
K-means clustering is a popular method for cluster analysis in data mining. It aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as a prototype of the cluster. As a result of K-means clustering, the data space will be partitioned into Voronoi cells.
The most common algorithm uses an iterative refinement technique. The popular one is often referred as Lloyd's algorithm. It starts with an initial set of k means m
k . Then the algorithm proceeds by alternating between two following steps [31]:
1. Assignment step: Assign each observation to the cluster whose mean has the least squared Euclidean distance. This mathematically means partitioning the observations according to the Voronoi diagram generated by the means.
2. Update step: Calculate the new means to be the centroids of the observations in the new clusters.
The algorithm has converged when the assignments no longer change. However it does not guarantee that the optimum found using this algorithm.
Motivations to Explore Parallelism in K-Means Algorithm
K-means algorithm is a very simple and powerful method for clustering analysis. However, finding the optimal solution to the k-means clustering problem for observations in d dimensions is a NP-hard problem [32] . There were a variety of heuristic algorithms such as Lloyd's algorithm given above are generally used. The running complexity of Lloyd's algorithm is O(nkdi) [33] , where n is the number of entities represented as d-dimensional vectors to cluster and k the number of clusters, i being the number of iterations needed until convergence.
The number of iterations until convergence is only small, on data that have a cluster structure. Results can improve slightly after the first dozen iterations. Lloyd's algorithm is therefore often considered to be of "linear" complexity in practice. But in worst case, it is superpolynomial [34] . Another thing that makes the case even worse is the large quantity of data. We are in a world of big data today. Most of clustering algorithms unavoidably face the challenges raised by massive data.
Through the above analysis, we see the rapid complexity growth of this algorithm when clustering over data at large scale. Therefore it will be very promising to explore the potential parallelism in current algorithm and accelerate it on powerful parallel platform.
Parallelism in K-Means Algorithm
The parallelism is obvious in the assignment step. The serial version will take O(N 2 ) time complexity. However the distance computation have data independence to use, which means the assignment of data i can be done simultaneously with data j. To explore the data-level parallelism, some parallel computation model like CUDA C and OpenACC are very favorable. Compared to CUDA, OpenACC requires much less programming effort to parallelize serial code.
Implementation
This section discusses some details of the data pipeline implementation.
GB structure calculations at 0 K
Each grain boundary was generated from 3-5 independent evolutionary searches. Each search evolves up to fifty generations. The search explores different atomic densities ranging from 0 to 1 measured as a fraction of number of atoms found in one bulk atomic plane parallel to the grain boundary. A typical run explores the structures ranging from 500 to 5000 atoms for the entire model and 30 to 300 atoms for the GB region. The different grain boundary areas of each grain boundary are explored by replicating the smallest possible cross-section up to 25 times. LAMMPS code [28] was used to evaluate the energy of every generated configurations.
The properties calculation are performed in batch over thousands of structures. Task monitor is run with Linux Crontab service for periodically checking of job status and submission. This helps accelerate the computing process with some parallelism.
Density Clustering
An R CRAN package implementing the density based clustering algorithm by Alex Rodriguez and Alessandro Laio [29] is incorporated in this data pipeline. This package 'densityClust' provides robust tools to generate the initial ρ and δ values for each observation as well as to use these thresholds to assign observations to clusters. Since this is done in two passes, it is free to reassign observations to clusters using a new set of ρ and δ thresholds, without needing to recalculate everything.
Parallel Implementation of K-Means Algorithm
The parallel K-Means algorithm is implemented with OpenACC. OpenACC is a user-driven directive-based performance-portable parallel programming model designed to help scientists and engineers to porting their codes over a wide-variety of heterogeneous platform with significantly less programming effort than that with a low-level model https://www.OpenACC.org/).
OpenACC takes use of the computing power of GPU and it is CUDA related. This programming model is therefore based on the heterogeneous architecture. The hardware model is shown in Fig. 4 . Without unified memory, the data needs to be copied from CPU end to GPU end through PCIe. With this programming model, the K-means algorithm can be accelerated in following porting cycles.
3 Steps to Accelerate with OpenACC
Acceleration of a serial program can be divided into 3 steps Analysis, Parallelization, Optimization. The analysis focuses on the most time-consuming part of a serial program. Usually it is multiple loops over massive data. Parallelization adds on appropriate directives to highlight where the parallelism lies. Optimization usually focuses on the data movement between CPU and GPU end.
Parallel Directives
In previous section 2, we have already analyzed the parallelism in K-means Clustering algorithm. Therefore we should use the methods, the kernels and parallel directives, provided by OpenACC to parallelize the corresponding area.
[kernels] Using kernels simply leave the parallelism initialization to the compiler. One can use the kernels to automatically parse the region, and analyze potential parallelization capabilities. The kernels construct is very easy to use.
Here is a simple example of using kernel directive. By looking at the compile information, we can tell that the parallelism is automatically initialized by the complier. The line 9 shows the data transfer of matrix X and Y from host to device memory. The compiler automatically recognizes the parallelism in the "for" loop starting from line 11 and generates a parallel loop operation correspondingly. The gang in line 11 is a thread block and the thread in CUDA is called vector in OpenACC.
However, kernels directives does not guarantee the initialization of parallel loop. The compiler is poor at determining data dependency. It will not parallelize the loop that fails the dependency analysis. Then it will be developers' responsibilities 14 to parallel. 1 2 11, Loop i s p a r a l l e l i z a b l e 3 Accelerator kernel generated 4 Generating Tesla code 5 11, #pragma acc loop gang , vector ( 3 2 ) / * blockIdx . x threadIdx . x * / 6 15, Loop i s p a r a l l e l i z a b l e 7 Accelerator kernel generated 8 Generating Tesla code 9 15,#pragma acc loop gang , vector ( 3 2 ) / * blockIdx . x threadIdx . x * / [parallel loop] As mentioned above, using "parallel loop" transfers the responsibility to identify the parallelism to the developer. The "parallel" notifies the complier to generates one or more parallel gangs, which execute redundantly and the "loop" directive informs the compiler which loop to parallelize. Sometimes the two directives can be used separately. Namely, the "loop" can be used singly before the loops which you believe have parallelism inside "parallel" region.
, Generating copyout ( x [ : ] , y [ : ] )
A big advantage to parallelize the loops of "parallel loop" over "kernels" is shown as follows. When the "kernels" fails to recognize parallel loop for potential pointer aliasing issue, the developer could still use the "parallel" and "loop" to parallelize it. When using "kernels", we find the failure to recognize parallel loop according to the profiling information. 4 void setArrays ( i n t * x , i n t * y , i n t n ) { The line 8 and 12 loops are not recognized as parallel loop by the compiler for potential pointer aliasing issue. The pointer aliasing refers to two arrays shares the same memory. The compiler can not determine it at compile time. Therefore the loops are kept for serial implementation for being safe. 1 5 Accelerator scalar kernel generated 6 Accelerator kernel generated 7 12, Complex loop carried dependence o f x−> prevents p a r a l l e l i z a t i o n 8 Loop carried dependence o f y−> prevents p a r a l l e l i z a t i o n 9 Loop carried backward dependence o f y−> prevents v e c t o r i z a t i o n 10 Accelerator scalar kernel generated 11 Accelerator kernel generated If developer is sure about no pointer aliasing issue, developer can use "parallel loop" to enforce the parallelism to the compiler at this loop as follows. 4 void setArrays ( i n t * x , i n t * y , i n t n ) { 5 i n t i ; 6 7 #pragma acc p a r a l l e l loop The loop at line 8 and 13 are therefore implemented parallel. 1 7 , Accelerator kernel generated 2 Generating Tesla code 3 8 , #pragma acc loop gang , vector (128) / * blockIdx . x threadIdx . x * / 4 7 , Generating copyout ( x [ : ] , y [ : ] ) 5 12, Accelerator kernel generated 6 Generating Tesla code 7 13, #pragma acc loop gang , vector (128) / * blockIdx . x threadIdx . x * / 8 12, Generating copyout ( y [ : ] ) 9 Generating copyin ( x [ : ] ) Besides, the pointer aliasing issue can be avoided with restrict keyword. With restrict before array y in declaration, "int *restrict y", the loops can also be recognized by compiler using "kernels".
, Generating copyout ( x [ : n ] , y [ : n ] ) 2 8 , Complex loop carried dependence o f y−> prevents p a r a l l e l i z a t i o n 3 Loop carried dependence o f x−> prevents p a r a l l e l i z a t i o n 4 Loop carried backward dependence o f x−> prevents v e c t o r i z a t i o n
Optimization Techniques
Optimization of OpenACC techniques is a broad topic. Here we mainly discussed the data directives in OpenACC and how it could be used in K-means algorithm. Commonly used data directives are given as follows.
1. copyin: allocate memory on GPU and copies data from host to GPU when entering region.
2. copyout: allocate memory on GPU and copies data to the host when existing region.
3. copy: allocate memory on GPU and copies data from host to GPU when entering region and copies data to the host when exiting region.(Structured Only)
4. create: allocate memory on GPU but not copy.
delete: deallocate memory on the GPU without copying. (Unstructured Only)
6. present: data is already present on GPU from another containing data region.
An obvious use of data directives in K-means algorithm is the copyin for source data. Since the data points will not be updated during the computation. Therefore, we could reduce the memory traffic without copying out the source data to the CPU end.
For more materials about OpenACC programming, please refer to OpenACC official recommendations at https://www.OpenACC.org/resources.
Results
Grain boundary energy as a function of angle and atomic density
Through the evolutionary search over a wide tile angle range(11.42
different GB structures are discovered. There are three popular types of GB structures in Fig. 5 . These representative structures are different from each other in the structure unit called kite. Another very important kite family in the high tilt angel range is Extended Kite. Extended Kites have higher atomic density compare to Kites, which correspond to half of the atomic plane in Fig 7. The structural units are outlined and change their separation with the increasing misorientation angle.
By varying misorientation angle and atomic density, the energy map of grain boundary phases can be derived easily. It is shown in Fig 8 that the Split Kite dominates the lower-angle grain boundary while most of grain boundary structures with higher tilt angles are Extended Kite. In the middle between high and low angle region, the Kite structure has lowest energy. The structures on convex hulls of Fig 8 are determined through eye detection for its small quantity.
Clustering results for the grain boundary
The evolutionary search is a very efficient methodology to discover grain boundary structures automatically. It usually will sample thousands of different grain boundary structures, which lead to the challenge in analyzing such a large amount of data. The Fig 9 shows the clustering results of around 1000 structures in the 2-dimensional space of excess stress and volume. The direction of the excess stress F x is parallel to the tilt axis. It is clear to see that the excess stress and volume are effective order parameter pair to distinguish different kite structures. However, this clustering behavior is discovered through laboring and time-consuming eye-detection process. It is therefore necessary to improve this process with an intelligent algorithm to find good order parameters and to detect the clusters. As described in Section 2.2.1, the density-based clustering algorithm is very promising to automate the analysis process. Its first step is to find good cluster centers in the decision graph which is composed of local density ρ and δ the shortest distance to point with higher density. Seeing that the ρ and δ of are all sensitive to the choice of criterion distance d c , it is reasonable to vary d c when plotting decision graph. A DC value which defines the neighbor rate between 1 and 2 percent are used as the minimal unit to vary the criterion distance.
The Fig 10 shows the decision graphs of 5(210) when the criterion distance is set to be 1DC, 1.56DC and 2DC respectively. Only when 2DC is used to compute the ρ and δ, we find reasonable cluster centroids with higher local density and longer distance to points of more neighbors. According to these decision graphs, 2DC is selected to evaluate the δ and ρ of every data point. The group is thereafter assigned for each point.
The clustering behavior of 5(210) system can be further explored by visualizing these groups of points on different 2D feature maps. By looking the clustering performance of various feature pairs, we could decide good order parameters to distinguish different GB structures.
We defined the GB structures in a 8-dimensional feature space. There are 28 different ways to map these structures into 2-dimensional subspaces. For most of feature pairs, we see very impressive clustering results for 5(210) system. Some of them are listed in Fig 11. Comparing Fig 11(c) and Fig 9, it is clear to see that the density based algorithm yields very successful clustering results, which is as good as eye detection. In 29(520) system, we also see these encouraging results. What these results imply is that these feature are promising order parameters to cluster system with clustering behavior. This could greatly reduce the work load to analyze and define every structure manually. Most of the high angle GB structures show this intense clustering behaviors while for many lower tilt-angle system, very few feature pairs are effective to distinguish different GB structures. The latter point will be discussed in detail in the following section.
Clustering of Grain Boundaries with Low Tilt Angle
The 29(520) system has close tilt angle to 5(210) system. The tilt angles are 53.13
• and 43.60
• respectively for 29(520) and 5(210) system. We also observe satisfactory but not perfect clustering results in 29(520) system as shown in Fig 12. However, the performance of excess energy and atomic fraction pair is not as ideal as that in 5(210) system. In Fig 13, we mapped the structures determined by eyes detection on 2-dimensional feature space. The clustering behavior is much less clear than that in 5(210) system. Only Q 6 and Q 4 well classified all of three GB structures, while the structure labeled as 'NKdeform2SK' overlaps with Split Kite (SK) structure. The 'NKdeform2SK' structure is actually a transitory structure between Kite family (NK) and Split Kite family (SK) according to Fig 14 since its structure unit can be regarded as either deformed SK unit or deformed NK unit. According to overlapping between SK and NKdeform2SK structure in Fig 13, the NKdeform2SK structure is closer to SK structure in the feature space, which implies their similarities in structural and energetic properties. 
Discussions
The development of this data pipeline helps understand the grain boundary structures and properties. Atomic arrangements in Cartesian coordinate system pose challenges to directly categorize a large number of structures. The feature engineering part of this data pipeline performs dimension reduction for each structures by mapping each structure into a space of 8 dimensions. Furthermore, the clustering analysis part of this data pipeline group these structures according to their distribution in the new space. A density based clustering algorithm [29] is used here to efficiently to find the group centroids and assign each structures.
The results are very intriguing and insightful. Structures are clustered into different groups very well and structures in different groups show different structure units at grain boundary region. These structures units are generalized as Kite, Split Kite, Filled and Extended Kite families respectively. However, when the tilt angle gets smaller, which means the grain boundary region is more compressed, more and more mixed and disordered kite families dominate the grain bound-28 ary structures. Some of them are the mixture of Normal Kite and Split Kite or intermediates of these two families. Generally, grain boundary structures have more diversity in lower tilt angle system while structures become more ordered in higher tilt angle system. The current clustering is performed over structures at ambient pressure and 0 K and yields several different grain boundary families. It will be very interested to investigate grain boundary structures under different temperatures, which will reveal the phase diagram information of Grain Boundaries. It will also be a very fascinating topic to research on the evolution between different grain boundary structures with newly developed method like Transition Path Sampling method [36] . My recent work imply the potential to adapt this method to investigate the bulk phase transition [37] .
The parallel K-means algorithm function is implemented here and left for future big data application. For this grain boundary problem, the density based 29 clustering algorithm already yields very satisfying results efficiently. 
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Running Demo
The running of the data pipeline is given to Cu 29(520) as a demo.
Enter the computation directory.
1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Step 1. Run the Properties Calculation * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1.1 Run the Calculation * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3 >> cd Cu520
Rescale the dimension and atoms coordinates of predicted structures to be consistent with correct lattice parameter 3.615 for Cu face center cubic cell of 4 atoms with a=b=c and α=β=γ=90
• . The LAMMPS backup is the input structure directory and the LAMMPS backup new is the rescaled structure output directory. The following shows how to verify the properties results by comparing the neighborhood of grain boundary region to ideal bulk. When neighborhoods have close value to ideal bulk which means the structure is well relaxed.
1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Step 2. Validate the Results * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 2.1 Run the Calculation * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Sometimes there will be great discrepancy between neighborhood bulk and ideal bulk, which means the grain boundary is either poorly relaxed or falsely assigned. Usually the latter reason is more likely since the previous calculation assign the grain boundary region artificially. Namely, we simply set it as a fixed region within a certain distance range in previous run. In the case where discrepancies arise, we need to rerun the properties with following commands. By doing this, we could dynamically assign accurate grain boundary according to energy and Steinhardt Order Parameters. The rerun.py generates STRUCTURESnew.dat to store properties of newly assigned grain boundary regions and AVGSTDS lowbulknew.dat, AVGSTDS upbulknew.dat to store properties for new neighborhoods. By plotting and comparing, we could see the robustness of this way to finding accurate grain boundary regions.
The following shows simple clustering analysis operations.
1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Step 3. Analyze the Results * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 2 $ Rscript DClust .R . . /STRUCTURESnew. dat 1.56 20 2 The script DClust.R takes 4 arguments. The first one STRUCTURESnew.dat is the properties file and the second one sets how many times of default distance criterion, which is selected to make neighbor rates between 1%-2%. The third and fourth one assign the ρ and δ criterion to select centroids on decision graph. Clustering results visualized on different 2-D plots will be output to DClustAnalysis plots/ directory and the corresponding decision graph can also be found as Decision Graph in that directory.
